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Abst ract - - In  this paper, we introduce Baskakov-B~zier operator Bn,c, which is an operator of 
probabilistic type. We study the rate of convergence of the operator Bn,a for locally bounded 
functions by using some inequalities and results of probability theory. Our estimate isessentially the 
best possible. (~) 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rightsreserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Bernstein-B~zier type operators and Sz&sz-Bdzier operators have been introduced in [1-3]. In the 
present article, we introduce Baskakov-Bdzier operator Bn,a. Let 
bnk(X) = ( n + k - l )  Xk 
k (1 + x) n+k' k = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . ,  
be Baskakov basis functions and let Jnk(x) = )-~.c~= k bnj(X) be Baskakov-B~zier basis functions. 
For a > 1 and a function f defined on [0, oo), the Baskakov-B~zier operator Bn,a is defined by 
Bm,~(f ,x) Ef ('~) = Qnk (x), (1) 
k=0 
(a) 
where Qnk (x) = J,~k(x) -- J~,k+l(X). It is easy to verify that Bn,a is a positive linear operator.  
Bn,l(f, x) is just the well-known Baskakov operator Bn given as 
) n + k - 1 x k Bn(f , x) k (1 + xp+ k" k=O 
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Some basis properties of Jnk(X) are as follows: 
(i) Jnk(X) -- Jn,k+l(X) = bnk(x), k = 0, 1 ,2 , . . . ,  
(ii) J~nk(X) = nbn+l,k-X(X), k = 1 ,2 ,3 , . . . ,  
(iii) Jnk(X) = n fobn+l ,k - l (u )du ,  k = 1 ,2 ,3 , . . . ,  
(iv) JnO(Z) > Jnl(X) > ""  Jnk > gn,k+l(X) > " " ,  
and for every natural number k, 0 <_ Jnk(X) < 1 and Jnk(x) increases trictly on [0, ~) .  These 
properties can be obtained by direct calculation. Recalling the Lebesgue-Stieljes integral repre- 
sentation we have 
L B,~,~(f,x) = f(t)dtK,~,~(x,t) ,  (2) 
where 
~ Q(~)/x~, O<t<e~,  
K~,~(x,t)  = k<_nt nk ~ J 
O, t = O. 
It is evident that fo  dtKn,d,(x,t) = Bn,a(1,x) = 1, and Q (o)(xank t s > 0, for x E [0, c~) and 
k = 0, 1, 2 , . . . .  Therefore, the operator Bn,a is an operator of probabilistic type. 
The rates of convergence on function of bounded variation were obtained by many researches 
on different operators (see, e.g., [2-9]). In the present article, we shall estimate the rate of 
convergence of the operator Bn,a for a more general class of functions 
/ l ocB= { f  I f is bounded in every finite subinterval of [0, c~)}. 
Our main result is as follows. 
THEOREM. Let f be a function belong to IloeB and let f ( t )  = O(t ~) for some fl > 0 as t --* ~ .  
Then for every x E (0,(x~) in which f (x+)  and f (x - )  exist and n sut:Iiciently large we have 
1 1 5a(x+l )  ~f~x gx, x) -  ~ f (x+) -  1 -  -~ <_ x 
nX k=l 
-~ v~v/ -  ~ ( i f (x+)  - f ( z - ) l  +en(z ) l f ( z )  - / (x - ) t )  +ox n - i l l  , 
(3) 
where f2x(f, A) = supte[x_x,~+x] I f ( t )  - f (x ) l ,  and { { k f ( t )  - f (x+) ,  x < t < c~, 1, if x=- - ,  for some k' E N,  
gx(t) = O, t = z, ¢n(z) = n 
k,  for any k E N. f ( t )  - f ( z - ) ,  O <_ t < x, O, if X C n 
It is clear that 
(i) f~x(f, ,~) is monotone nondecreasing with respect o A. 
(ii) l im~-~ f~z(f, A) = 0, if f is continuous at the point x. 
b (iii) If f if bounded variation on [a, b], and Va( f )  denotes the total variation of f on [a, b], 
then f~x(f,)~) <- Vz -~( f ) "  
2. LEMMAS AND PROOF 
We need some lemmas for proving our theorem. 
LEMMA 1. For all x E [0, c~) and k E N there holds 
OF THEOREM 
o~v'~ + 1 
(a )  i J~k(x)bnk(x) <- Qnk (x) < abnk(X) < 2~/-~-~v .  (4) 
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PROOF. From Corollary 1 of [10] it is known that 
vf f+z  b~(~) < 2,/~-------~' z > 0. 
From the fact that la a - bal <_ a[a - bl with 0 < a, b _< 1, and a >_ 1 (cf. [3, Lemma 3]) it follows 
that 
Q(a)tx, ~ < o~bnk(x) < a ~  nk,  , -- 2X/r~ V~, for all k e i .  (5) 
On the other hand, 
(~) Q~ (x) = J&(x) - J:,k+l(x) 
= J~k(x) -- J~[l(x)J~,k+l(X ) + J~[l(x)J~,k+l(x) - J,~,k+l(x) 
>_ J~gl(z)b,~k(x) >_ J,~k(x)bnk(X). 
Lemma 1 is proved. 
LEMMA 2. (See [7, Lemma 1].) For m e NU{0}. Let Tn,m(X) oo n = ~k=o(k/ -- z)mbnk(X), then 
Tn,o(z) = 1, Tn,l(X) = O, and 
nTn,m+l(x) = x(1 + x) [T~,m(x ) + mT~,m-l(x)] .  
~'x( l  + x) Tn,4(x) = 3x2(ln2 + x)2 + x(1 + x) (6x 2n 3 + 6x + I) , (6) 
Consequently, 
T~,2(z) = 
and 
= o 
where [9'] denotes the integral part of 7. 
• oo  LEMMA 3. Let {~}i=l be a sequence of independent random variables with the same geometric 
distribution 
( x ) k 1 kEN,  x>Oisaparameter .  P(~l=k)= ~ 1;-x'  
Then 
E~I = x, E(~I - E~I) 2 = x 2 + x, and EI~I - E~I 13 _< 3x(1 + x) 2. 
PROOF. Direct calculation gives 
_ l+x  
E(1 E k x 1 
k=O 1 +x 
E(~ = E k2 ~ 1 + x 
k=0 
E~3 = E k3 ~ 1 +x  
k=0 
E~¢=~k 4 ~ 1+~ 
k-----0 
- -  -~ 2x 2 -k x~ 
= 6x 3 + 6x 2 + x, 
- -  =24x  4+36x 3+14x 2+x.  
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Hence, we have 
E(~I - E~I) 2 = x 2 + x and 
E(~I - E~)  4 = E~ - 4E~IE~ 3+ 6(E~)2E~ 2 - 4(E~1)3E{1 + (E~)  4 
= 9x 4 -k 18x 3 + lOx  2 + x .  
By H61der inequality we get 
E[~I - E~I [3 < ~/E(~ - E~1)4E(~l - E~x) ~ 
_< v/(x 2 + x)(9x 4 + 18x 3 + 10x 2 + x) _< 3x(1 + x) 2. 
The proof of Lemma 3 is complete. 
The following Lemma 4 is the well-known Berry-Esseen bound for the central limit theorem 
of probability theory. It can be used to estimate upper bounds and lower bounds for the partial 
sum of Baskakov basis functions. Its proof can be found in [11, p. 300; 12, p. 342]. 
LEMMA 4. Let {~k}k°°__l be a sequence of independent and identically distributed random variables 
with the expectation E(~I) = al, the variance E(~I - al) 2 = er 2 > 0, E]~I - -  a~l 3 = p < ~,  and 
let Fn stand for the distribution function of ~'~=l ( ~k -- al ) / a vfn. Then there exists an absolute 
constant C, 1/v/2-~ _< C < 0.8, such that for all t and n 
1 i t  e -u2/2du Cp F~(t) - ~ ~ < ~---~. (7) 
By Lemma 4 and Chebyshev's inequality, we prove the following. 
LEMMA 5. For x E [0, co), we have 
3vff+l b~(~)- < ~- -~,  (s) 
k>nx 
and for 0 < t < x, we have 
ax(x + 1) 
Z Q(ak)(x) <- n ( t -  x) 2" (9) 
k<nt  
k oo PROOF. Let {~ }k=l be a sequence of independent random variables identically distributed with 
~1, ~n = )-~---x ~k. Then the probability distribution of the random variable r]~ is 
p(~?n = k) = ( n + kk -1  ) xk (1 + x) =+k = b=k(X). 
So 
tin -- nX ) 
E bnk(X) = P(~n > nx) = 1 -P  \ ~/-~x~'~'x) < 0 = 1 -Fn(O). 
k>nx 
By Lemmas 3 and 4, we get 
~ 11 F,,(o) 1 I~-~/~ c; 3¢5-~ 1 
Below we prove (9). By (5) and Chebyshev's inequality, we have 
E Ca) Q=k (x) < a ~ b=k(x) = aP(r]~ <_ nt) = aP(nx - rln > nx - nt) 
k<nt  k<nt  
E(nx - 71n) 2 ax(x + 1) 
<- ~ -~(;(t :TV  = n( t  - ~)2 . 
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LEMMA 6. For any fixed 13 > O, x • (0, oo), and n sufficiently large, there holds 
• 
E bnk(x )=°z(n -1 /2 )  " 
k > 2nx 
(10) 
PROOF. 
Hence, 
Let ck = (k/n)~bnk(x). Note that k > 2nx, so for n sufficiently large, we have 
ck+l = k 1 ~ n+k x < < 
ck k+l  l+x-  l+x  l+x  
[2nx] + 1 1 
b.k(z) <_ b"'t2"~l+l(Z) 1 (213+x)l(l +z) 
k > 2nx n --  
< (2x + 1)~(3 + 3x)bml2nx]+l(x ). 
By Stirling's formula n! ~ (n /e )n~,  we have 
(n + [2nx] + 1 - 1)! x [2nz]+1 
v~bn,[2nzl+l(X) = v~-~-2nx]-~)~n --- ~ (1 + x)n+[2nz] +1 
(2nx)2nZn  (1 +x) "+2"z = O(1) 2 \2--~-~x] ] 
Below we prove that 
l1  + 2x'~ 2x+l 
h(z) = 2 \ ~ ]  < 1, 
Direct calculation gives 
for x > 0. 
(1+2x~2X+l ( 1 2log 2+'2x~ 
h(O) = 1, h'(x) = 2 k. ~ ] 1 +----"~ - ~ ] " 
By [13, Lemma 1], we get 
The proof of Lemma 6 is complete. 
PROOF OF THEOREM. Let 
h'(x) < 0, for x > 0. 
2 a - 1, t > x, { 
sgnx(t) = O, t = z, 5z(t) = 1, x = t, 
O, x#t .  
- -1 ,  t < x ,  
Note that for all t 
( 1 )  
f ( t )  = ~ f ( z+)  + 1 - ~ f ( z - )  + gx(t) + f (x+)  - f ( z - )  sgnx(t) 
2 ~ 
1 
Hence, 
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Direct calculation gives 
B .  ,~(sgnx, x) E (a) . (.) =-  Q.k(x)+(2 1) - Q,,k(x) 
k<nx k>nx 
= 2" E (~) Q.k (x) - 1 + c.(~)Q(~!(x) 
k>nx 
=2" b~k(x) - 1 + ~(x)Q~!(x) 
and 
where 
B,,, , : , ( ,~,,  x) = ~.(z)Q(£!(x), 
k' 
1, if x = -- for some k' E N, 
k, for any k E N. O, i fX#n 
Hence, by Lemmas 5 and 1, we have 
3~V~-+-T av'~ + 1 
< v"Tv~ If(x+) - f(x-)l  + 2v,~-~.~e.,.,.(x)lf(x) -/ -)l 
3o, v"7~ 1 
< v~v~ (If(x+) f(x-)l+~,,(z)If(~)-f(x-)l). 
Now it is clear that the theorem will be proved if we establish that 
( )  IB,,,o,(g:~,z)l < 5o~(x+1) ~.~ g~, +o~ n -1/2 . 
nX k=l  
From (2), we have 
Bn,.(g=,x) = gx(t)dtK.~,.(x,t). 
We decompose the integral of (12) into four parts, as 
j[o °° dtgn,.(x, Al,n(gx) A2,n(gx) A3,n(g~) + A4,n(g~), gx(x) t) + + 
where 
(11) 
(12) 
fx-xl.V'~ f~+~l V-~ Al'~(gx) = Jo gx(t)dtKn,.(x,t), A2"~(gx) J~-~/v~ gx(t)dtKn,~(x,t), 
Aa,n(g~)= +x/,Ng~(t)dtK,~,.(x,t), A4,~(gx)= • g~(t)'dtK,~,.(z,t). 
We shall evaluate Al,n(gx), A2,n(gx), Aa,n(gx), and A4,n(gx). First, for A2,n(9x) , note that 
g~(x) = O, we have 
IA2,~(g~)l < [~.+xl,/"~ ( x ) J~-~/v"~ Ig~(t) -g.~(x)ldtK.,.,.,,:,,(x,t) < gtx 9~,--.~ 
, (13)  
<-  f~  g~, • 
nx  
k=l  
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Next, we estimate IAx,n(g=)l. Note that ~=(g=, ~) is monotone nondecreasing for )~, hence, it 
follows that 
[ 
foz-z/ ¢'~ 
]AI,,,(g=)I = g=(t) dtgnt,a(x, t) <_ [z -=/v~ ~=(g=, x - t) dtKn,a(x, t). 
JO 
Using partial integration with y = x - x /v~,  we have 
[=-=/'/-~ fo p 
f l=(g=,x-t)dtKn,a(x,t)  = ~l=(g~,z-y)K,~,a(z,y+)+ ~[n,~(x,t) d t ( -~z(g=,x - t ) ) ,  
JO 
where ~[n,a(x,t) is the normalized form of Kn,a(x,t). Since ~[n,a(x,t) < Kn,a(x,t) on (0, oo), 
from (9) it follows that 
IAl,,~(g=)t < ~=(g=,x - y) 
o~x(x + 1) 
n(= - y)~ 
+ ax(x + 1) f0 u 1 n (x - t) 2 dt( -a=(gx,x - t)). 
Since 
1 
(x - t) 2 dt ( - f l z (gx,x  - t)) - [~+ fo ~ 2 1 ~=(gx,x-t) + f l z (gx ,x - t )~dt ,  (= t) 2 o 
we have 
iAx,~(g=) I <~ ~(x + 1) ~z(gx,x) + 
nx 
ax(x + 1) [=-=/ ' /~ 2 
n ao ~=(g=, x - t) ~ dt. 
Putting t = x - X /v~ for the last integral, we get 
1 n x i ~z g=, • " a° ~-~/'/'~ fl=(g=, - t) dt = fl= du < 
k=l  
Consequently, 
'Al'n(gz)' <- 2~(x-{-1) n ( ~k  ) Y~f i= g=, • 
TI, X k= 1 
Using the similar method to estimate IA3,~(g=)l, we get 
(14) 
Z x I/X3 ~(g=)l < 2~(z + 1) ~= g=, . 
' - -  ?~X k=l  
(15) 
Finally, by Lemma 6 and the assumption that gx(t) = O(t ~) (fl > O) as t ~ oo, for n sufficiently 
large, we have 
IA4,n(g=)[ < Ma y~ bnk(x) = Oz n -1/2 • (16) 
k :> 2nx  
Inequality (11) now follows from (13)-(16). The proof of Theorem is complete. 
3. ASYMPTOTICALLY  OPT IMAL  OF  OUR EST IMATE 
In this section, we shall show that our estimate is essential best possible. We first give two 
preliminary results. 
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LEMMA 7. "For x 6 (0, c~) and n sufficiently large, we have 
J~t~xl(x)  > . (17) 
PROOF. By Lemma 5, (~'~k>nx bnk(x)) ~ --- (1/2) a ÷ on(l). Therefore, as n is sufficiently large, 
we have 
J~a,[nx] (x) > bnk(X) > • 
LEMMA 8. I fn  > 6 + 1/x(x + 1), then 
k -x  bnk(X) >_ 5 / -~+l )n  (18) 
k=O 
PROOF. For any small positive number 5, then 
]k/n-x[<5 ]k/n-x[>5 k=O 
From (6), that is 
k_x  x (x+l )  1 x2(x+l )  2 (3+6x2+6x+l )  
bnk(X) >_ n------~- 53 n 2 nx(x + 1) 
k=O 
> x(x ÷ 1) 4 x2(x + 1) 2 
- n5 53 n 2 ' 
if n > 6 + 1/x(x + 1). We choose 5 -- 3v/x(x + 1)In to get inequality (18). 
We now prove that estimation (3) is essentially the best possible. If x is a continuity point 
of f e IlocB, (3) becomes 
[B,,,,~(f,x)-f(x)[ < DR(x+1) ~--~f~ f, x . (19) 
nx k=l 
Consider the function fx(t) = [ t - x[ (x > 0). From (19), we have 
n 1 lOa(x + i) 
[Bn,c~(fx,x)- fx(x)} < 5a(x q-1)2x E ~ < 
- nx k=l  - -  
On the other hand, by Lemmas I, 7, and 8, it follows that 
IBn,~(f~,xl - f~(xll = lBn,~(lt- xl,x)l = fik=O k_  x Qnk(~)(x) 
> > E k -x  
k<nz 
_ i  1 ~-'o k x ~ - b~(~)> 5 1 ~/~(~+1) 
- 54 3 ~ v /n  
Hence, for n sufficiently arge, we have 
5 1 X /~÷ 1) lOa(x + 1) 
54 3 a v~ < IBn,~(f~, x) - fz(x)i < v~ , 
which shows that (19) cannot be asymptotically improved. 
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